Contraceptive Characteristics: Gender Differences in Perceptions

formation about how
important certain contraceptive characteristics are to the respondent when choosing a
Characteristic
Men
Women
Difference
contraceptive method.
Effective in preventing pregnancy
86.4
90.0
–3.6*
For each of the seven
Effective in protecting partner from STDs 84.0
75.2
8.8*
Effective in protecting you from STDs
83.7
77.5
6.2*
characteristics considNo health risks
72.0
77.4
–5.4*
ered, the men and
Easy to use
37.1
51.4
–14.3*
women were asked to
Does not interfere with sexual pleasure
30.0
27.8
2.2
No need to plan ahead
27.6
44.6
–17.0*
rate its importance on a
five-point scale, which
*p≤.05
ranged from “not at all
important” (one) to
93% were successfully screened for eligi- “very important” (five). Responses were
ble respondents. Blacks were oversampled elicited based on questions that each
in both surveys to ensure adequate rep- began with the phrase “In choosing a
resentation in the database. In-person in- method, how important [is/are]…” and
terviews were completed for 3,321 men ended with: “how effective the method is
aged 20–40 and 740 women aged 20–27. for preventing pregnancy?”; “the potenAlmost all of the questions asked of re- tial health risks or side effects from using
spondents in the two surveys were iden- it?”; “how much it interferes with the pleatical, and the question ordering and the sure of sex?”; “how easy is it to actually
average interview lengths were also very use?”; “how much you have to plan ahead
similar. In particular, the questions rele- to use it?”; “how effective the method is
vant to our analysis were identical in all for protecting you from sexually transrespects. Moreover, the two surveys were mitted diseases, including AIDS?”; and
conducted during the same time period, “how effective the method is for protectwere jointly screened and used the same ing your partner from sexually transmitinterviewers.
ted diseases, including AIDS?”
The major difference between the two
In the second set of questions, responsurveys, besides the gender of the re- dents were asked to rate how favorably
spondents, was the age range of the tar- specific types of methods compared to
get populations. Because the NSW in- using no method in terms of the seven
cluded a much narrower age range, we characteristics described above. By using
have restricted the sample of men stud- “no method” as a common referent, all reied in this article to the same age range as spondents rated each method relative to
found in the NSW (20–27). We have also the same standard. This allows us to make
restricted the sample to include only those comparisons across all method types conmen and women who have had oral, anal sidered. The wording of the questions used
or vaginal sex. Given these restrictions, the to obtain these ratings for sterilization, pill,
population included in this study com- condom, diaphragm, and spermicides was
prised 740 women and 1,189 men.*
kept as parallel as possible to those used
to obtain the associated valuations deMeasures
scribed above. For example, the rating for
The dependent variables in this analysis effectiveness in protecting oneself from the
are based on two related sets of questions. risk of STD or HIV infection was elicited
The first set was designed to obtain in- using the following question, “Compared
to using no contraception, how would you
*The smaller number of women reflects only differential
rate [method], in terms of its effectiveness
sampling rates in the two surveys and not a difference
in protecting you from sexually transmitin the nature of the samples.
ted diseases, including AIDS?” A five†Involvement in nonmarital relationships, such as copoint scale was used for the response, with
habitation, may also influence valuations and percepthe end-points labeled “very bad” (one)
tions of method characteristics. However, an investigaand “very good” (five). Characteristic rattion of the impact of such involvement is beyond the
ings were obtained for each method conscope of this analysis. Our decision was based in part on
preliminary investigations that revealed that marital stasidered. However, for sterilization, ratings
tus was much more important than other relationship
for interference with sexual pleasure, ease
statuses in modifying the impact of gender on percepof use and the need to plan ahead were
tions and valuations. However, it is also due to the fact
deemed not applicable and were omitted
that with so many outcomes considered in this analysis,
from the questionnaire.
an elaboration of relationship status would detract from
In this article, marital status is measured
the central focus on gender and would overly complias a dichotomy (married or not married)
cate the presentation of findings.
Table 1. Among men and women aged 20–27 in 1991 who have
ever had oral, anal or vaginal intercourse, percentage who considered specific contraceptive characteristics “very important”
when choosing a method, by gender, 1991
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based on status at the time of the interview. Only those who were currently married and not separated from their spouse
at that time are defined as married.† Other
measures of personal attributes and background characteristics included in the
analyses are: age; race and Hispanic
origin; education; religion; and living
arrangements when growing up. Each is
expected to influence perceptions about
the characteristics of specific methods of
contraception and the reported importance of different factors in choosing a
method of contraception.
Age, measured in single years, is associated with the likelihood of being exposed to information about different contraceptive options, their characteristics
and consequences of use (including health
effects). Older women also have more experience with making method choices,
have more information about their own
fecundity and tend to have lower fecundity than younger women.18
Race (black vs. other races) and ethnicity (Hispanic vs. other) are important because of differences by these factors in fertility norms (which alter the costs of an
unintended pregnancy), because of cultural differences in the acceptability of certain forms of contraception (e.g., condoms) and because of the different
prevalence of AIDS and STDs in various
racial and ethnic groups.19
A person’s level of education is related
to his or her access to and utilization of
family planning and STD services and
other sources of information about contraception, pregnancy and STDs. Utilization of these information sources would
not only increase an individual’s ability
to discriminate among methods in terms
of their health effects and ability to protect users from pregnancy and STDs, but
would also alter the importance of those
characteristics in a method. Education is
measured using a series of dummy variables (less than 12 years, 12 years and
greater than 12 years of education).
Religion (Catholic, conservative Protestant, other and no religion) is related to the
likelihood of engaging in high-risk sexual behaviors;20 and also affects attitudes
toward abortion, which alter the cost of an
unintended pregnancy and the acceptability of some forms of contraception.
Whether an individual lived with both
parents when growing up may affect his
or her perceptions about the stability of
heterosexual relationships—and hence the
cost of children—and has been shown in
past research to be related to method choices.21 In this article, living arrangements are
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